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Abstract: 

In this paper we present the results of our experiments with several machine learning 

algorithms to clean and structure raw email data in order to gain insights into email 

driven business processes through Process Mining. Using the Enron Email corpus, we 

managed to find the representation of a CaseID through the threading of emails 

belonging to similar resources and business processes.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Introduction 

What is unstructured data and why is it worth mining? 

 

Unstructured data can refer to a multitude of objects produced by our daily interactions 

over a network like the internet. A 2003 article from the Data Mining Review magazine described 

the management of unstructured data as” one of the major unsolved problems in the IT industry” 

[1]. Every organization contains unstructured data in the form of emails, memos, handbooks, 

agent notes, voice recordings, images etc. Although some of these data objects come with 

metadata that provide context into what the data object is about, the technologies that can be 

used to gain insights into structured, tabular data, cannot be used with unstructured data for 

meaningful results [1]. Many scholars in the field of data mining delve into the importance of 

analyzing unstructured data and give examples of how analysis of data such as a technician’s or 

a call center agent’s notes can help a company to make meaningful and efficient changes in their 

products and services [1,2,3]. A commonly mentioned advantage of analyzing unstructured data, 

especially textual data, is that the insights gained from it can help companies stay competitive in 

the market [3]. Although many advancements in Natural Language Processing and taxonomy 

supporting technologies have been made since 2003, unstructured data is still a creature which 

needs to be tamed. Every organization has a rich collection of textual documents required for their 

day-to-day operations (email, manuals, customer reviews, etc.) [3].  In this paper, emails are the 

unstructured data source we will be focusing on. 

 

Emails as a form of unstructured data 

Emails are one of the most popular modes of communication within an organization both 

because of its low cost, efficiency in communicating multiple types of messages and its 

compatibility with information systems both internal and external to an organization [4]. Emails 

give us a view into organizational relationships and tasks; whether a supervisor requests a status 

update from a subordinate, or a co-worker shares the meeting agenda with their team, much of 

this communication is done through email. Emails are convenient because they leave a paper 

trail of the communication and each thread can be traced back to a topic and the people involved 

in that conversation. Emails can be considered semi-structured data because the email header 

fields such as “To, From, Subject”, Etc. allow for email clients to search for emails from specific 

people [1,4].  

Today’s Email client search engines allow users to retrieve emails containing specified 

keywords either in the email body or within email attachments [4]. Much progress has been made 

in the techniques that analyze the text in email bodies. The ubiquitous nature of emails and how 

easy it is to use it for both personal and professional communication makes email body analysis 

a very interesting topic [4]. In an organizational setting, what kind of analysis will be useful? Every 



organization is a business in some way and businesses have processes and procedures in place 

to deliver their goods and services efficiently to customers [2]. To discover and improve processes 

in organizations, a specialized field of data mining takes event logs from information systems and 

runs them through special algorithms which return process models of the process contained within 

the logs. This is the field of process mining. 

 

A Brief Introduction to Process Mining 

Process Mining is a niche field within data science that falls under the broader Business 

Process Management umbrella that focuses on analyzing models of organizational processes 

created from event data stored within information systems [5,7]. Process Mining can be divided 

into three separate tasks: process discovery, conformance checking, process enhancement. 

Process Discovery is often the first step of Process Mining if the organization does not have their 

business process documented in the form of process models. The event data extracted from 

information systems serve as snapshots of processes within a certain time period. Ideally, they 

are structured in a tabular format with columns containing CaseID, Activity name and Timestamps 

present [5].  

Other extraneous details about people performing certain activities (resources) or dollar 

amounts of certain activities, etc. can be present but CaseID, Activity name and Timestamps are 

the bare minimum attributes required to perform process discovery. As with all raw datafiles, event 

data must undergo specific data cleaning techniques to make it suitable for analysis. After this 

step, the data is fed into process discovery algorithms which then return process models in the 

form of petri nets, directly-follows graphs or other modelling languages [5]. The most common 

Process Mining algorithms are the Alpha miner (which has many variations), inductive miner, 

genetic miner, and the heuristic miner. Each algorithm has different limitations and 

representational biases; they go through the event log, pick up on different characteristics of the 

log (frequencies, sequences, parallelism) and can return different “versions” of a process model 

[5]. 

 

Challenges Associated with Mining for Processes in Emails 

If emails only contained simple responses and social communication, then email mining 

would not be a huge topic of research interest. While information systems can track and log the 

tasks of service workers who follow a set routine or set of instructions, the case is different for 

those involved in knowledge intensive processes [8]. Knowledge workers, like team leads, project 

managers, etc. mainly complete their day-to-day tasks through email and chat communication, 

providing instructions, setting up deadlines, planning events, confirming pending items, etc. While 

there is a flow and a commonality to how certain things are done, there is not yet a way to capture 

the steps taken to complete a task due to the flexibility of knowledge work; to schedule a meeting, 

does one check their calendar first, pick a date and then email others or do they ask for everyone’s 

availabilities and then decide? Perhaps it is done in both ways? Is there a best approach to this? 

 



  What is the benefit in determining and documenting best practices of commonly shared 

organizational procedures? Systematizing organizational procedures can aid productivity tools in 

managing an office worker’s email inbox; a tool can help the office worker prioritize tasks and 

thereby reduce email overload. Documenting the best practices also enable an organization to 

capture the useful tacit knowledge that exists within the most senior workers and leaves the 

organization when the workers retire. So, what does this have to do with Process Mining?  

 

Application of Process Mining allows analysts to see the variants that exist in the process 

(the different ways a process can be completed) and through analysis of certain process 

indicators like duration or outcome (for example if some paths lead to more application rejections 

than others), the path which provides the most optimum performance parameters can be 

discovered and recommended [5]. Process mining can help in systematizing the business 

processes that exist within emails but as previously mentioned, the algorithms require the data to 

be structured in a specific way and with specific attributes; this is where the challenge arises.  

 

Although email data has metadata that can render it semi-structured[1], the email body is 

where the main information is contained and this is completely unstructured. In the frame of 

process mining, email data may contain timestamps signifying when the email was sent but a 

single email can contain multiple activities and emails with different subject lines can refer to the 

same email which is the issue of determining the case ID of a process.  

This is the problem we are attempting to resolve in this paper: how can we discover missing case 

IDs for business processes documented through emails. 

 

Our challenge is to find a way to extract information with the appropriate granularity from 

emails to enrich the email log into an event log. Not all email communication is about business 

processes and so given an email log, we need to determine what kind of processes exist within. 

The quality of the data being analyzed impacts the quality of the analysis [6,7]. Since emails deal 

with many types of communication and there can be much back and forth between individuals, 

there is much heterogeneity in the data: one process may have many variants. The other issue 

with email data is ‘event granularity’ or the level of detail contained within event logs [6]. Fine 

granularity means the event log contains a lot of information about an event and to make sense 

of the process that this event belongs to, much of the information has to be “summarized”, 

abstracted or combined with other event data to make sense [6].  

 

This abstraction can often leave out important information or insert certain biases into the 

new event log. The problem with email is that there is a low level of abstraction within the log as 

each email may contain multiple activities. It will be up to us to merge concepts from the email 

body to recognize which process this email belongs to and how to order the activities contained 

in the email. We will also have to address the issue of each email body containing irrelevant 

information as well as the issue of completeness of information [6]; an email about a process can 

be a follow up to a conversation that took place outside of any information system so the full 

picture of the process may not be present in an email thread and certain activities may need to 

be inferred. 



Related Work 

There is a rich collection of works on email mining that can be traced back to the early 

2000s. Many of the papers discuss a similar approach of cleaning the email bodies using Natural 

Language processing techniques and then using various clustering methods to group emails of 

similar topics together and then further clustering emails within certain topics to find common 

activities contained within the topics themselves. Some earlier papers put a larger focus on using 

email metadata to try and extract email driven processes. More recent papers incorporate various 

Machine Learning techniques to process the email bodies in order to extract the exact activities 

that were performed by the employees of an organization.  

 

 

A 2007 paper by Wil van der Aalst and Andriy Nikolov talks about the EmailAnalyzer tool 

which takes a log of emails and turns them into a process log to be run through process mining 

algorithms using PROm[8]. A paper by Stuit and Wortmann [9] discusses a tool called the Email 

Interaction Miner which also identifies email threads based on email headers and subject lines 

but does not rely on explicit tagging of activities in subject lines to find related threads. Both papers 

rely only on email headers and metadata to group emails of similar processes together. There are 

a number of differences in approach between the two papers but one major difference is that the 

EmailAnalyzer tool relies on explicit tagging of events on the subject line between two curly 

brackets ”{}” to understand which step of the process the email is related to but makes no use of 

the email body whereas the Email Interaction Miner determines email threads by relying  the 

unique email IDs generated by email clients and the email header field called “references”. Both 

tools use sender-receiver to define a case running through a business process. 

 

Some authors relied heavily on machine learning techniques to both clean and process their 

datasets as well as analyze the data for business process insights. 

 

Two papers by Jlailaty, Grigori and Belhajjame approached email mining in two different 

ways: one supervised and one unsupervised. In both papers, the authors used natural language 

processing to clean and prepare the email body for analysis [10,11].  In the first paper [10], the 

authors used TFIDF to determine the important words in an email corpus and then represented 

the words in each email as frequency matrix. Emails were then separated according to users and 

bottom-up hierarchical clustering was applied to the TFIDF matrix of email bodies to cluster emails 

of similar processes together. The email clusters from the previous step where then hierarchically 

clustered again to discover the process instances; in this step, the authors made use of 

timestamps, subject-lines and email body in their clustering analysis to obtain better quality 

results.  

After discovering similar process instances, K-Means clustering was used to obtain the 

activities that were present within each process instance. The results of the K-Means cluster were 

words of similar meaning/action and each cluster was given a representative name to define what 

action each word in the cluster would refer to. The authors then enriched their email log with this 

information and input the log into a process mining tool to obtain a process model [10]. A major 

assumption made by the authors here is that each email only refers to one activity. 



In their second paper[11], the authors work under the assumption that verb noun pairs 

usually define a business activity. The email bodies are cleaned and verb object pairs are 

extracted for each sentence. Based on the verb-noun pairs present in the emails, the authors 

manually label the emails as relevant (to a business process) or non-relevant and have several 

machine learning algorithms train and test on the labels. Hierarchical clustering is done to the 

email bodies to obtain activities that may be related to a single business process and each cluster 

is given a label to define which business process that cluster of activities potentially belongs to. 

The labels are verified by an “expert” [11]. The processed sentences are then fed into multiple 

machine learning algorithms to classify as relevant or not. Similar to the EmailAnalyzer paper and 

the Email Interaction Miner, sender-receiver pairs are used to better understand the processes 

contained. In this paper approaches to extracting business information from email were discussed 

but did not continue into forming process models out of the extracted information. 

 

The paper by Chambers, Stringfellow, Luo, Underwood, Johnston,Brockman, Shing, 

Wollaber and Vandam [12] followed a similar email processing pipeline as Jlailaty et al.[11] but in 

this case an action labelled email dataset of 250 emails and 65 cases was used to verify the 

accuracy of their methods; the labels indicate the actions associated with those particular emails. 

Similar to the works of Jlailaty et al., each email in this corpus is assumed to portray one activity. 

Each labelled action is then paired with the email timestamp and is considered an activity in a 

process. In order to assign events to specific processes, emails with identical subject lines are 

grouped. Then a dominant topic is chosen based on the most frequently occurring topic in similar 

emails and a graph consisting of different cases of a dominant topic is created by connecting 

activities to others based on a predefined time interval and a share of at least one sender or 

receiver.  

Considering time and sender-receiver pairs helps to capture any possible drift in 

conversation that may have occurred over time. Different cases of the same topic (business 

process) were now clustered together (as different traces / runs of a business process) and a 

process model was formed by directly followed graphs, instead of running the log through a 

process mining algorithm. The start and end activities were defined by those activities that 

occurred first in 25% of the cases and those that occurred last in 25% of the cases [12]. 

 

An interesting paper by Elleuch et al. [13] attempts to find activities in emails by finding 

similar patterns among emails and claims that their method allows for the detection of multiple 

activities per email (unlike previous works where one email is associated with one activity) [13]. 

Instead of using Machine Learning algorithms, they use custom functions to find correlations 

between emails bodies. They group emails by senders to analyze employee writing styles and 

frequently used expressions. Then frequent activities of employees are grouped as verb-noun 

pairs or other non-verbal phrases. This kind of pairing would either indicate actions or business 

data, respectively. 

 The similar activities from different employees are then grouped together as different 

employees would be involved in the execution of a process instance. The searching of frequent 

patterns is done by running email bodies through custom algorithms (created by the authors) to 

find correlating emails. After correlating email pairs are discovered, the verb concepts (those 

verbs that are synonyms of each other and point to the same idea) are grouped together and the 



grouping is given a name based on the most frequently occurring concept. The business data that 

provides context to the activities is also inferred using the correlated non-verbal phrases. The 

main contribution of the authors is that they use custom made algorithms to discover business 

activities instead of using machine learning [13]. 

 

The key points we took from all these approaches are: Sender-Receiver pairs are important 

[8,9,10,12], subject lines can be useful for grouping email of similar processes together [8,9,10], 

clustering algorithms can be useful in discovering the connection between emails and a business 

process and in the case of all the papers discussed [10,11,12], each observation in an email log 

only contains information about a single email; there is no partial information about the thread in 

an individual email body [8,9,10,11,12,13]. 

Our Approach 

A brief introduction to our Dataset 

The email dataset we are using for our experimentation is the Enron Email Corpus [18,19] 

which is a publicly available dataset. The corpus contains over 500,000 rows, each row containing 

the text of one or multiple emails (in reply to the current email). A little less than half of the dataset 

is considered spam. For this project we are working with a cleaned version of the dataset inherited 

from our previous machine learning project. The dataset itself contains the email addresses of 

over 150 Enron Employees and many more external email addresses.  

 

Given that we had very little knowledge of the business processes that occur within an 

energy company and that there were so many people involved in the email exchanges, we had 

to narrow down the dataset significantly to reduce noise in the analysis and obtain meaningful 

results. Our first step towards narrowing down the scope was to consider a snapshot of the 

dataset for analysis. The emails ranged between the years 2000 and 2002 so we decided to focus 

on the year 2001 to avoid potential gaps in time within as many processes as possible. Two 

papers researched for this project [10,12], many other authors studying NLP processing used the 

Enron Dataset for various types of analysis. Unfortunately, none of the labelled data was made 

publicly available.  We did not have the time nor resources to hire annotators or to annotate the 

emails ourselves. Therefore, the methodologies we used were completely unsupervised and this 

proved to be a process of discovery every step of the way.  

Steps of Analysis: 

Our seven-step approach integrates a number of methods from different authors 

1. Group emails according to email senders (The “From” Column) and subset the larger 

dataset into smaller datasets based on sender grouping.  

2. Select the dataset of one sender and lemmatize the “Email Body” Cell of each row and 

extract the verbs 



3. Using literature and external resources, form a list of keywords on a general business 

process and match emails containing a certain number of keywords to the specific 

business process. Subset the dataset to those emails which belong to the process. 

4. Group the newly subsetted dataset by receivers (The “To” column) and remove all rows 

where the receivers were sent less than 4 emails (the email addresses in the “To” column 

had less than 4 emails associated with them). 

5. Run a custom function to clean email subject lines of prefixes. Run a second custom 

function to assign the same ThreadID to emails sharing the same subject lines. 

6. Remove Email Threads which contain less than 2 emails. 

7. Create a new dataset where each email thread is represented by its ThreadID and the set 

of verbs contained within the email body. The ThreadID in this dataset can be referred to 

as the CaseID for the processes contained in this new dataset. 

 

A more detailed explanation of the steps 

Steps 1 and 2 

We first grouped the emails by 

senders and separated them 

into separate data frames. 

Sender grouping was done by 

both van der Aalst, Jlailaty, 

Chambers, and Stuit and 

Wortmann[8,9,11,12]. We 

proceeded with the sender who 

sent out the greatest number of 

emails, Vince Kaminsky. This 

initial dataset has over 2200 

emails.  We lemmatized the 

words per email and extracted 

only the verbs and this is done 

with the idea that similar verbs 

will belong to the same 

business process.  

 

 

The business processes existing in this subsetted dataset were still unknown to us. To extract the 

verbs from the email body, we tagged each word using Gensim Library’s Part of Speech tagger. 

Unsupervised methods like TFIDF and K-Means clustering were not returning satisfactory 

answers as the Part of Speech tagger tagged verbs correctly but incorrectly tagged proper nouns 

(people’s names) as verbs as well (See figures 1 and 2).  

 

Figure 1: A snippet of the TFIDF results(left) and the 

results of the K-Means clustering here k=3(right). The 

terms used here are the Stemmed and Lemmatized 

email body 



Since the emails used a variety 

of names to reflect the variety of 

people involved in the business 

process, the results of the 

clustering did not provide us with 

insights as meaningful as we had 

expected. As seen in figure 2, 

many of the verbs are repeated 

per clusters. 

Step 3 

Through some brief research we 

discovered that Vince Kaminski 

was the managing director of 

Research at Enron. We 

assumed that, due to his role, 

he would most likely be 

involved in information 

exchange and scheduling type of email engagements. We decided to move forward with the 

process of Scheduling Meetings as many of the words found in our clusters were meeting and 

scheduling related. Using our clustering results, Email Mining and Email Intent literature, and 

English as a Second Language resources [14,15,16,17], we came up with 22 keywords related 

to scheduling and based on colloquial usage of scheduling related words, we set a threshold of 

three to run a matching function over the grouped email bodies. The keywords used included 

["schedul", "meet", "conference", "appointment", "plan", "time", "book", "day", "week", "remind", 

"call", "avail", "see" ,"soon", "confirm", "work", "invit", "tomorrow", "today", "evening", "morning", 

"afternoon"].  

 

The threshold was set to three under the assumption that in a formal setting at least three 

words are needed to schedule meetings. Different thresholds were tested but three seemed to 

work the best. The keywords are also lemmatized to allow for maximum matching.  The emails 

which contained three or more words from our list of keywords were labelled as TRUE and those 

that were not were labelled as FALSE. Only those with the “TRUE” label were kept (See table 1). 

This shrunk our email Dataset from 1200 to 841 emails. 

Figure 2: A snippet of the TFIDF results(left) and the 

results of the K-Means clustering here k=3(right). The 

terms used here are the results of the verb extraction 

process. 



 

Step 4 

The dataset of 841 mails from Vince Kaminsky were then grouped according to receivers 

of his emails. From this we noticed that there were some receivers who only ever received 1 email 

from Vince(with regards to scheduling events). We assumed a complete email interaction would 

contain at least 4 emails and so those recipients who received less than four emails were 

removed. The dataset also showed Vince forwarding many emails to himself. Many of these were 

emails already contained within the dataset or newsletters about events. All emails Vince 

forwarded to himself were also discarded. This left us with 568 emails.  

 

Step 5 and 6 

We created and ran a subject line cleaning function which removed prefixes like “re” and 

“fwd”. At this stage, we made two assumptions:  

1) that the emails which shared the same subject lines, belonged to the same thread and  

2) that a thread represents a process instance. We based these assumptions on the fact that the 

email subset we were working with had been filtered according to a specific sender (an 

organizational role who conducts a business process) and we were working with emails related 

to a specific business process (based on the filtering done by the keywords).  

Therefore, each interaction the sender has with a receiver is an instance of a specific business 

process (a scheduling process in our case). Email interactions are captured by email threads 

(back and forth replies and forwards). Considering all the filtering and grouping by attributes that 

had been done to our subset of the dataset, we are confident that the subject line is the main 

indicator of an email thread.  

 

Table 1: A snippet of the dataset containing TRUE and FALSE labels according to whether 3 

or more scheduling related keywords were found in the email body (‘EmailStemLemma’ 

column) or not. 



A “ThreadID” assigning function was created which assigned the same ID to emails with 

matching subject lines. Within 568 emails, there were 413 threads. Grouping the emails by 

“ThreadID” revealed that there were a number of emails with unique subject lines. We saved 

threads with 2 or more emails into a separate dataset than those with only one email in the thread. 

There were 249 rows in the dataset with 2 or more emails per thread and 319 rows in the dataset 

with unique subject lines. We quickly glanced over the timestamps of both datasets and found 

that many emails which shared similar subjects and similar receivers had replies within the range 

of 1-3 days whereas the dataset with the same receiver, but different subject lines covered time 

frames in the ranges of months. The dataset with longer email threads were used for further 

analysis.  

 

 

Step 7 

Using a custom function, all the verbs from each email in respective email threads were 

gathered  into a set to capture every unique verb within the email thread. The set datatype was 

chosen over a list because each row can contain text from one or multiple emails. There is a large 

variation between email size and content within the dataset and a set can help cut down the noise 

in the data because it only contains unique values. Because each thread represents an instance 

of a business process and each set of verbs per thread represents the number activities which 

can take place within that business process, the ThreadID can double as a caseID. 

 

Table 2: A Snippet of the dataset containing email threads with more than 2 email 

responses. The ThreadID column corresponds to the CleanSubject column. 



Results  
Our current process log consists of 3 columns: ThreadID,EmailVerbs, and SetEmailVerbs.

 

 

The ThreadID represents all the email from which the verbs were extracted. In this process 

log, it represents the CaseID of the business process email thread 10 was involved in. The 

EmailVerbs Column contains the entire collection of verbs found within each email thread; the 

order of appearance of the verbs are preserved here. The third column “SetEmailVerbs” contains 

a set, or a unique collection, of the verbs from the previous column (See table 3). There are two 

reasons for having two different columns related to the verbs. Firstly, as mentioned previously, 

there is a dissimilarity in the email structure between different emails bodies. Some email bodies 

contain replies to previous emails. These previous emails also had their own separate rows 

(observations) in the original dataset which means that when threads were formed based on 

common subject lines, there was a lot of redundancy of content within the threads which is 

reflected in the collection of verbs (See figure 3). 

Table 3: A snippet of the dataset containing ThreadID and the collection of verbs found in 

their respective threads (EmailVerbs column).The ‘SetEmailVerbs’ column contains only the 

unique verbs per thread. 



 

 

The importance of the collection of redundant verbs (from the second column) is that their 

order of appearance in the emails is preserved which may be useful in discovering sequences of 

activities.  

Secondly, although the ThreadID can be thought of as a CaseID, we are not yet sure which of the 

three scheduling activities (scheduling a meeting, an interview or attending a conference) each 

case belongs to. Having a set of verbs only leaves us with unique words and allows us to make 

a comparison based on word content and not frequency; in other words, comparing emails based 

on verb similarity may tell us which cases belong to the same process.  

Discussion and Limitations 

Event logs can have up to 27 different quality related issues [6]. From the beginning, we 

were facing several data quality issues. With the Enron email corpus we were facing problems of 

both coarse and fine granularity [6]; information in emails is very heterogeneous and in the frame 

of process mining, we can have many activities corresponding to a single email (fine granularity) 

but the timestamps connected to individual emails are too coarse to provide any ordering to the 

activities within emails. More specific data quality issues include: Imprecise Position, Imprecise 

Activity Names, Imprecise Timestamps, Irrelevant events, Irrelevant cases [6]. 

 

The issues of imprecise Activity Names position and timestamps applies to the verbs we 

found in the email. Our main assumption with the use of verbs is that verbs indicate action and 

hence activities. But the timestamps do not provide an indication of when the activities (according 

to the verbs) were conducted and in which order; we can only infer a sequence based on the 

position of the verbs in the text and our personal experiences with scheduling type processes. 

Figure 3: A display of the an entry of the “EmailVerbs” column(top) and of the 

“SetEmailVerbs” (bottom). There are redundancies in the text block at the top but not the 

block on the bottom. 



Verbs are also very general actions which can apply to many situations. Verbs like ‘call’, 

‘invite’, ’tell’, ’schedule’, etc. can be used interchangeably to mean similar things; A person can 

be called to a meeting, invited to a meeting, scheduled to attend a meeting, etc. Representing 

these activities as separate is an imprecise representation of the process and duplicate activities 

will be present in the log and the model. 

 

The issues of irrelevant events and cases are also present as one email can be freely 

used to convey business and personal information which can lead to the presence of irrelevant 

events. A person might email their coworker to confirm their attendance at the upcoming research 

conference and request information about something not related to the conference at all. One 

email can contain both relevant and irrelevant information. Irrelevant cases can arise when a 

person is using their work emails for personal reasons like confirming to meet a person for a lunch 

or dinner event. This is captured in our dataset through verbs like “celebrate”, “dance”, etc. This 

may be due to our “brute force” method of categorizing emails as belonging to a scheduling 

business process using a threshold of keywords. Further analysis and fine tuning of the words in 

each set of email verbs is required before process models can be elicited. 

 

In reaching our goal of forming a process model, we are limited in three major areas: 

1. We are limited by the capacity of certain NLP algorithms in properly recognizing and 

tagging words.  

2. We are limited by the vast dissimilarity between emails. Some emails contain 100 words, 

some contain 5. This impacts the results and insights we can obtain from Machine 

Learning algorithms like TFIDF, K-Means and Latent Dirichlet Allocation.  

3. Narrowing down the subset of email to work on may contribute to already existing data 

quality issues and introduce issues like missing events. Senders and receivers swap 

places in email interactions; by only looking at one sender, the entirety of the replies the 

sender may have been engaged in is not captured and this shortens the available 

“activities” of that thread. 

 

We understood three major concepts while processing our dataset; firstly, knowledge of 

organizational roles can play an important role in determining business processes because the 

same resources are generally involved in the same processes. 

 

 Secondly, the analysis methods for emails can vary based on the dataset being used. The papers 

from Jlailaty and Elleuch both used the Enron Dataset but both authors used different subsets of 

the dataset (inferred based on the examples provided in the papers) which probably underwent a 

significant amount of preprocessing (to ensure good data quality) that was not mentioned in their 

respective papers. 

  

 Finally, we learned that although verbs are a good way to narrow down the heterogeneity of 

information that exists in emails, the verbs cannot directly be translated into activities and need 

to undergo a certain level of abstraction. This abstraction requires some contextual information 

from the email body, some domain knowledge and knowledge of the organizational roles of the 

resources involved.   



Future Work 

Through our analysis, we have managed to assign CaseIDs to email threads which are 

specific to a business process. We have a rough “trace” of activities which give an abstracted 

representation of what might be occurring during that process instance. There are four main areas 

where further work is needed: 

1. Of the 98 traces related to scheduling which we discovered, we did not yet manage to 

group which of the three scheduling business processes the cases belong to (either 

attending a conference, meeting with a person or interviewing and employee). We 

attempted to correlate email threads based on how many words of a single thread are 

shared across the dataset. This would enable us to group threads which may share a 

business process as well as analyze the variants that may exist in each of the three 

business processes. Further work is needed to populate the rest of our matrix (See table 

4). 

2. There are proper nouns and irrelevant verbs within the set of verbs which must be 

removed before further analysis is done 

3.  We need to enrich our current log by abstracting out specific activities, associating each 

activity with a CaseID and coming up with a method to order the activities (perhaps using 

a combination of email timestamps and the order of the words in the message). This way 

the log can run through a Process Mining Algorithm and a process model of the email 

driven processes will be retrieved.  

4. We may also try to enrich the subset of Vince’s emails by searching through the individual 

data frames of Vince’s email recipients for emails with specific subject lines; After 

grouping, it became apparent that certain email recipients were emailing Vince about 

similar things. For example, Anita and Shirley appeared to be his secretaries as many 

emails between them and Vince were about scheduling and rescheduling. Perhaps a 

social network analysis may help in narrowing down the list of candidates to consider for 

‘enriching’ the process log. 

Table 4: A snippet of our work in progress; a correlation matrix to show how many verbs 

from one email body are in the other. 



 

Although Machine Learning algorithms can provide insights into data, the concept of “garbage in, 

garbage out” or the fact that your results will only be as good as the data you feed the algorithm 

can muddy the insights obtained. We will continue to explore different techniques from literature 

to clean and structure our data to appropriately enrich our process log to perform process 

discovery. 

Conclusion 

In this report we explore how to discover CaseIDs from unstructured data to enable 

process discovery. We discuss the mining of unstructured data from the frame of Process Mining 

and understand how the documenting of email driven processes can be beneficial for 

organizational operations. Several papers on email and process mining are introduced and a 

combination of approaches both from literature and from our own knowledge is applied to the 

Enron email corpus. The results of our experiments are discussed along with the next steps 

required for analysis before process discovery can be performed.  We found CaseIDs for email 

threads of interest however, some more processing is required before the dataset is ready to be 

run through any process mining algorithm. 
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